
This paper describes a new method for mea-
suring microbial biomass in soil: soil is fumi-
gated with chloroform, then the chloroform is
removed, the soil incubated, and carbon diox-
ide evolution measured. Carbon in microbial
biomass is derived from the difference between
carbon dioxide evolution by fumigated and un-
fumigated soil. [The SCI® indicates that this pa-
per has been cited in over 205 publications.1
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When a soil is fumigated and the fumigant
removed, there is a transient increase in evo-
lution of carbon dioxide—the “flush.” K. Stör-
mer gave the correct explanation in 1908: the
flush is caused by the decomposition of the
organisms killed during fumigation by those
that survive.’ His explanation was forgotten
and overlain by theories of a sort more appeal-
ing to biologists, for example, that the flush
is caused by the elimination of a toxic factor
or by a fumigant-induced tilt to the balance
between competing sections of the soil
population.

If the flush is indeed caused by the decom-
position of killed organisms, then its size
should provide a measure of the original soil
biomass, assuming that (1) nearly (but not
quite) all the organisms are killed by the fu-
migant and (2) a constant proportion of the
carbon in the killed population is metabolised

to carbon dioxide when different soils are in-
cubated. These and related assumptions were
tested in a series of papers published by David
Powlson and me in 1976,2~of which the
Citation Classic was the fifth.

I did not start the research aiming to develop
a method tomeasure microbial biomass in soil.
My interest in biomass measurements arose
from work I had been doing at Rothamsted in
the early 1960son two very different topics—
the fractionation of soil organic matter and the
effects of soil sterilization on plant growth.
This led me to think about the flush caused
by fumigation and, eventually to revive the
long-forgotten explanation that it came from
the decomposition of killed organisms. The
idea that the flush caused by fumigation could
give a measure of soil microbial biomass was
first published in 1966,~but that paper faded
almost without trace, although it did provide
an opportunity for one or two distinguished
microbiologists to point out how ill-advised it
was for a chemist to meddle in biological mat-
ters. Fortunately, I was encouragedto continue
working on soil microbial biomass. I was also
lucky that Powlson came to work with me at
Rothamsted in 1968, and indeed, most ofthe
work in the five papers on the effects of
biocidal treatments on metabolismin soil can
be found in the PhD thesis he submitted to the
University of Reading in 1972.

The paper was cited so frequently because
it met the need for a method ofmeasuring mi-
crobial biomass in soil that was easier to use
than the tedious and inaccurate microscopic
counting methods then available. Several other
methods of measuring soil microbial biomass
have since been developed, mostly calibrated
against our fumigation-incubation method. The
development of these new methods opened
the way for the spate of papers that have been
published over the last 10 years on the soil mi-
crobial biomass, its turnover, and its role in
nutrient cycling, and the way in which organ-
isms survive in the harsh world of the soil.°
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